Solar Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are sometimes deflected during their propagation. This deflection may be the consequence of interaction between a CME and a coronal hole or the solar wind. We analyze 44 halo-CMEs whose deflection angle exceeds 90
Introduction
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs; Gosling et al. 1974; Gosling 1990; Tsurutani & Gonzalez 1997; Schwenn 2000; Richardson et al. 2001 ) are enormous eruptions of plasma ejected from the Sun into interplanetary space and are often associated with flares and eruptions of filaments. CMEs propagating near the Sun-Earth line frequently appear as haloes or partial haloes in plane-of-the-sky coronagraph images. Halo CMEs often arrive at Earth and can cause intense geospace environmental disturbances, which may affect infrastructure systems and technologies in space and on Earth (e.g. Gonzalez et al. 1999; Horne et al. 2013; MacAlester & Murtagh 2014; Liu et al. 2015; Riley et al. 2018) .
Sometimes CMEs are observed to be deflected during their propagation (e.g. Gui et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011; Lugaz et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2015; Kay et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2018) . The deflection can happen near the Sun or in interplanetary space. For deflection in interplanetary space, it is suggested that interaction between a CME and the large-scale background solar wind plays a role (e.g. Wang et al. 2004; Lugaz et al. 2012) . For the near-Sun deflection, suggest that nearby coronal holes (CHs) may cause CMEs to generally move away from open magnetic field regions. Wang et al. (2011) statistically analyzed 1078 CMEs from the Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop (CDAW) CME catalog during 1997-1998 and found that most CMEs are deflected toward the equator in the plane of the sky near solar minimum (see also Gui et al. 2011; Shen et al. 2011; Zuccarello et al. 2011; Lynch & Edmondson 2013; . defined a CH influence parameter that depends on the CH area, average magnetic field strength, and distance from the CME location to describe the influence of CME deflection. Limitations of these studies are (1) only CHs in the Earth-side surface are taken into account while the far-side CHs are neglected; and (2) propagation of CMEs is three dimensional in nature, but is analyzed in two dimensions there.
In this paper, we carry out a comprehensive investigation of large CME deflections near the solar surface by taking into account the global magnetic field configuration and the three-dimensional nature of CME propagation. We calculate the global magnetic field from daily synoptic maps of magnetic field using a Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) model (Schatten et al. 1969; Smith 2001) to determine the ambient magnetic field structures of CMEs. To determine CME deflection angle, we assume that CMEs initially erupt radially from their source location and appear at the same position angle (PA) in the plane of the sky when observed by the SOHO/LASCO (Brueckner et al. 1995; Domingo et al. 1995) coronagraph. If a CME is deflected near the Sun, the CME may appear at a different measured position angle (MPA) in the SOHO/LASCO coronagraph. The deflection angle is defined as the separation angle between the radial PA and MPA.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe data and methodology in Section 2. Results are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we summarize and discuss the results.
Data and methodology
2.1. Deflection angle and CME selection
We assume that a CME will initially erupt radially from the identified source (e.g. flare or filament). The original CME should propagate along a line drawn radially outward from the source location. Then we project the line into the two-dimensional plane of the coronagraph image. The projected radial PA of the line is determined by the location of the source and the observer. The PA is measured counter-clockwise from solar north. If a CME is deflected near the Sun, the projected measured position angle (MPA) in SOHO/LASCO coronagraph observations may be different from the radial PA.
We select CMEs from the halo-CME catalog in the Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop (CDAW; ) database. The catalog contains the source and projected CME information. The properties of the deflected CMEs listed in this catalog include the source location, MPA, and the projected linear speed along the MPA. We define the deflection angle in two dimensions as the separation angle between the MPA and the radial PA. The deflection angle is positive if the MPA is in the counter-clockwise direction from the radial PA, and negative otherwise. It should be noted that, the deflection angle in the-plane-ofthe-sky is a combination of the three-dimensional radial direction and the projection effect from the observed point.
The selection criteria are (1) CMEs are halo, (2) the deflection angle exceeds 90
• , and (3) CMEs occur from Jan, 1997 to Dec, 2018. Ultimately we identify 44 CMEs and list them in Table 1 . The CME at 10:04 UTC, Oct 15, 1998 is not included due to a data gap in SOHO/MDI. The CMEs in this table are deflected significantly in two dimensions. If a CME erupts from a source location and appears at a MPA that is at least 90
• away, the deflection angle in three dimensions must at least exceed the angular distance from the CME location to the center of the solar disk. We take that angular distance as minimum deflection angle in three dimensions in Table 1 .
For example in Table 1 , the first CME erupted from S18E20 at 16:58 UTC, April 29, 1998, and so had a radial PA of 134
• ; However, the MPA was 336
• . Therefore, the deflection angle in two dimensions is -158
• . The angular distance from the CME location to the center of the solar disk is 27
• . Thus, the real deflection angle in three dimensions must be at least 27
• .
Large-scale coronal magnetic field structures
We employ a PFSS model (Altschuler & Newkirk 1969; Schatten et al. 1969) to compute the global magnetic field configuration using daily synoptic maps of magnetic field from SOHO/MDI (Scherrer et al. 1995) and SDO/HMI (Schou et al. 2010) . The polar field is corrected using the method suggested by Sun et al. (2011) . In the PFSS model it is assumed that the magnetic field is potential everywhere between the photosphere and a spherical source surface. The modeled field matches the radial component on the photosphere and is forced to become purely radial on the source surface. The source surface is defined as 2.5 solar radii (denoted by Rss) here. The order of harmonic coefficients computed is 120. We trace each open field line from 1.1 Rs to the source surface, and then draw a vector connecting the starting and ending points, as shown in the bottom right panel in Figure 1 . Coronal field lines that are close to radial appear as points. Strongly curved loops appear as longer vectors. The boundaries of HCS and PS are consistent with the QSL map on the source surface. The vectors show how the magnetic field lines evolve with height under the boundaries. This vector map is used to compare the ambient magnetic field configuration with the CME's MPA. The location of the 1998 April 29 16:58 CME is denoted with a purple circle. The orange and purple arrows refer to the radial PA and the MPA of the CME, respectively. This CME originates at the edge of a coronal hole (lower left) and emerges through a volume of the corona where the vectors are pointing toward the HCS (upper right). The purple arrow shows that the CME has been deflected toward the HCS in a direction consistent with the orientation of the large-scale ambient coronal field.
In order to compare the CME's MPA with the direction of the ambient coronal magnetic field (CMF) in a quantitative way, we define the direction of the ambient CMF by averaging the open magnetic field directions from the nine points within 1-degree of the CME location at 1.1 Rs. The separation angle between the MPA of the CME and the ambient CMF is 19
• . If the separation angle is less than 90
• , it is considered that the MPA of CME aligns with the direction of the ambient CMF. Therefore, for this event, the MPA of CME is consistent with the direction of the ambient CMF. This CME is deemed to be deflected in the direction of the ambient magnetic field configuration toward the HCS.
Results
For each event in the sample of 44 CMEs we repeat the analysis described in Section 2.2. The tracing CMF maps, similar to the bottom right panel in Figure 1 , are shown in Figures 2, 3 , and 4. The final results are given in Table 1 . The first column is the event number. Columns 2 to 6 are data from CDAW, listing properties of each CME. Column 7 is the radial PA. The minimum and projected deflection angles are in Columns 8 and 9. The minimum deflection angle is defined as the angular distance between the CME location and the center of the solar disk. The projected deflection angle is the deflection angle measured in the plane of the sky. The separation angle, defined as the angle between CME MPA and the direction of the ambient CMF, is given in Column 10. We hypothesize that the ambient coronal field deflects the CME, so that the MPA of the CME should be consistent with the direction of the ambient CMF. For the deflected CMEs that are consistent with the hypothesis, Column 11 indicates whether the CME is deflected toward the HCS or a PS. If this column is blank, it means that our hypothesis fails in this event.
In this sample of 44 CMEs, 35 CMEs support our hypothesis that the ambient coronal field deflects the CME. It is about 80%. Among those, 25 CMEs (71%) are deflected toward the HCS and 10 CMEs (29%) toward a PS. This implies that the ambient coronal magnetic field configuration plays an important and major role in the deflection of the CMEs, and the HCS configuration is more important than PS.
There are nine cases that are opposite to our hypothesis. Among them, three cases (CME8, CME36, and CME41) are associated with eruption of filaments. Given the fact that there are only five filament-related cases in the entire sample, the disagreement rate is 60%. One possible reason for this high percentage of disagreement may be that determining the location of filament eruption has greater uncertainty. Some of the locations may be mis-determined. Alternatively, filament-associated eruptions might be less affected by the overlying CMF.
There are four cases (CME 22, CME27, CME31, and CME 41; including one filamentrelated case) in the disagreement group for which the events actually took place directly under the HCS or PS. In this situation, our method to derive the average direction of CMF has higher uncertainty. The method chooses the nine points nearest to the eruption location for averaging. Because the locations are under the HCS (or PS), the directions of the nine points are inconsistent, thus the final averaged direction has high uncertainty.
There are six cases (CME8, CME13, CME18, CME34, CME35, and CME38; including one of the filament-related cases) whose minimum deflection angle as listed in Table 1 is less than 10
• . Even a small deflection in disk-center CME can have a large apparent deflection, thus the projected deflection angle has high uncertainty.
There are five filament-related cases, four cases (including one of the filament-related cases) under HCS/PS, and six cases (including one of the filament-related cases) with minimum deflection angle less than 10
• . If we exclude these 13 higher uncertainty cases from the sample, we find that 29 of 31 cases are consistent with the hypothesis that the ambient magnetic field structure determines the deflection of CMEs. It is 94% in agreement, strongly supporting our scenario.
Conclusions and Discussion
This investigation considers the CME deflection near the Sun. Using catalog information giving the CME location and the observed SOHO/LASCO coronagraph direction, we determine the measured position angle (MPA) and deflection angle of CMEs relative to radial propagation. We identify 44 halo-CMEs whose deflection angle in two dimensions exceeds 90
• . In order to explore the relationship between CME deflection and the ambient magnetic field structure, we employ a PFSS model to compute the coronal magnetic field from daily SOHO/MDI and SDO/HMI synoptic maps.
By comparing the ambient magnetic field configuration and the CMEs' MPA, we find that the deflections of 80% of the CMEs are consistent with the ambient magnetic field configuration, agreeing with previous studies Gui et al. 2011; Zuccarello et al. 2011; Lynch & Edmondson 2013; . Of the consistently deflected CMEs, 71% approach the heliospheric current sheet (HCS), the boundary between the magnetic field polarities, and 29% move toward a pseudo-streamer (PS), the boundary between the same-polarity magnetic field regions. 80% of the CMEs are deflected toward a large-scale coronal magnetic field. This indicates the coronal magnetic field configuration plays an important role in the deflection of CMEs.
If the large-scale coronal magnetic configuration remain the same for several days, it may influence the propagation of multiple CMEs that originate from the same active region, deflecting the CMEs in the same direction. For example, CME1 and CME2 in Figure 2 , which erupted from AR8214 on April 29 and May 2, 1998, are both deflected toward the HCS nearby. In two other cases (CME39 and CME40) in Figure 4 , both CMEs that erupted from AR11974 on Feb 12, 2014 are deflected toward the HCS nearby. However, even if the large-scale magnetic field configuration remains similar, CMEs that originate from the same active region may not be deflected toward the same HCS or PS. For example, in two cases (CME3 and CME4) in Figure 2 , the CMEs that erupted from AR8611 on Jun 29 and Jun 30, 1999, are deflected toward the HCS and PS nearby, respectively. In two other cases (CME20 and CME21) in Figure 3 , the CMEs that erupted from AR10365 on May 27, 2003, are deflected toward the HCS and the PS nearby, respectively. It is still unclear whether a CME will be deflected toward the HCS or the PS nearby when the ambient magnetic field is near a cross point of the HCS and the PS boundaries.
To further analyze the causes of the CME deflection near the Sun, the gradient of the ambient magnetic field lines passing through the CME location should be taken into account for determining the deflection angle in three dimensions. Zuccarello, F., Bemporad, A., Jacobs, C., Mierla, M., Poedts, S., & Zuccarello, F. 2011, The Astrophysical Journal, 744, 66 This preprint was prepared with the AAS L A T E X macros v5.2. . The blue and red color refer to positive and negative polarity, respectively. The purple circle indicates the source location of the CME that erupted at 16:58 UTC, April 29, 1998. The orange and purple arrows refer to the radial PA and the MPA of the CME determined using SOHO/LASCO coronagraph observations, respectively. 
